Synod submission April 2022
Prologue
We believe the most powerful message from our synodal process is the deep commitment,
concern and love for the faith and the Church from across the Diocese of Hexham and
Newcastle. The synodal process made clear that there is an appreciation for much that is
good and hopeful in the Diocese. People have a real commitment to their communities and
their faith and desire greater synodality. There is a sense of the beauty, truth and goodness
of the faith and a desire that the Church reflects and embodies these further. However, in
many ways and from many voices, a second powerful message emerged: that the Church is
significantly wounded in its ability to act according to its own mission, to let its goodness
shine out, and to live its life in a way that expresses the beauty of the faith. There is a real
sense that the Church requires healing and conversion to live out its own nature and
purpose to the full.
Process
Throughout the diocesan phase of this universal Synod, we have been committed to the
guidance of the Rome Synod Office to use structures already existing in the Diocese and to
assist and strengthen them in the Synod process. Bishop Robert Byrne CO approved the
establishment of a Core Group within the Vicariate for Faith & Mission, which has overseen
the Synod process.
Submissions were received through the following methods:
• Lay participation started at the parish level, with many parishes organising group
meetings, canvassing written or electronic contributions, and holding informal
conversations.
• We received reports from 15 of our 18 Parish Partnerships (our diocesan structure
most closely aligned to deaneries, where laity and clergy work together). These
Partnership reports have been synthesised into geographically grouped Episcopal
Area reports.
• The Episcopal Area lay representatives together with representatives from minority
ethnic communities form the Lay Pastoral Forum. The Forum worked to pull together
the Partnership reports and combine them with the contribution from the African
community. In addition, the Partnership Chairs on the Lay Pastoral Forum
contributed to making the final report representative of diocesan lay voices.
• For the priests, the Episcopal Vicar for Care of the Clergy listened to many of the
priests informally and formally and summarised their reflections in his report.
• For deacons, a working group from the Council of Deacons met on several occasions
and, with prayerful discussion, produced a paper on which a full Council of Deacons
agreed.
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The Episcopal Vicar for Caritas heard from many committed sisters and brothers of
our faith, from parents, families, and individuals served by a wide range of groups
and projects, including prison groups and some people who are not Catholic and not
Christian. With the work coordinated by Caritas, we were able to hear from those
who might consider themselves to be on the margins and peripheries of faith. A
listing of the groups participating is given in Appendix Y.
The Faith & Mission Vicariate talked with representatives from its constituent
groups, including Spiritual Directors, Bereavement team, and Training and Formation
groups. They also met with many leaders, clergy and laity who led work within the
Vicariate.
The religious in the Diocese met for synod reflection days and submitted reflections
to their Vicariate for final submission.
Several groups within the Diocese met to have synodal conversations, including local
theologians who held discussions and contributed their thoughts to the process.
Several individuals submitted contributions which were noted and summarised.

The number of parishioners engaging with the process in many parishes was relatively low;
we estimate around 1 in 5 people engaged, with less than 10% in some places. This was
primarily due to COVID-19 restrictions and the fact that, as a Diocese, we had completed a
diocesan consultation process that ended in 2017. As a result, many expressed a sense of
‘consultation fatigue’. We recognised that in this type of informal consultation, with the
best of intentions, most of those we heard were ‘self-selected’ and that some strongly held
views might be more loudly heard than others. We believe, however, that we have faithfully
included all the different voices, irrespective of how representative they may be.
We also considered those we had not heard from or whose voices were very quiet. This
included some of our minority ethnic communities, such as those from India, the
Philippines, and Poland. It also demonstrated an underrepresentation of fathers, young
families and young people. They had been invited through diocesan structures to participate
but did not respond in significant numbers.
Four Synod Assemblies were held during the Synod process, bringing together the main
listeners. In addition, three diocesan days were held for Parish / Partnership
representatives. These allowed the Bishop to show his support for the Synod process and to
listen directly to those taking part. There was also an online video meeting with Bishop
Robert for those who had not been able to participate in other ways.
A Synod Core Group made up of laity and clergy received all the group reflections and other
contributions. The Core Group included a theologian, a youth worker, a partnership
representative, the diocesan Chief Operating Officer, the chair of the Pastoral Forum and
the Faith & Mission Vicariate lay Coordinator and Episcopal Vicar. This group has assisted
the Bishop in synthesising this final document.
The questions used for the diocesan phase of the Synod were those provided by the
Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales and adapted into a reflective resource structured
around the Road to Emmaus. See appendix X.

Experience.
Overall, the synodal process has been positive for those participating in it. How it is
eventually judged will probably depend on what emerges from it: whether people feel that
they have been heard, whether anything changes and whether we can continue engaging
with each other in a synodal way. The desire to do so was strongly expressed, though a
cynicism prevailed about whether this would be the case.
The short time allowed at the diocesan level was both challenging and stimulating.
Enormous generosity was shown in giving time and prayerful attention to the discernment
process by many groups and at many levels. But we are also aware of some significant gaps,
including groups that were not heard from at all or not heard from as strongly as would
have been wished. In addition to the groups mentioned above, we are conscious of not
having involved ecumenical partners as systematically as we might have. We also believe we
need to hear further from our priests as a group and from our schools.
The most significant aspect of the consultation experience was an openness to speak with
courage and a desire for change and to be heard. Generating broad interest in the
conversations was difficult initially, but the resulting gatherings were rich in discussion.
One particular challenge in our diocese was understanding the relationship of this Synod to
‘Forward Together in Hope’, the three-year renewal journey which finished in 2017. People
were being asked to join a discernment process, as they had been in 2014-17: there was a
degree of concern about whether there could be any real purpose to this repetition. On the
whole, however, the misgivings disappeared as the process took place. There were many
comments on its positive nature: “It is both uplifting and inspiring to know that there are so
many people out there who are willing to be guided by the Holy Spirit”; “it was done in a
friendly atmosphere, in a joyful atmosphere”; “the joy of the experience has been the
openness and thoughtfulness”. The synodal process brought about a fresh sense of
community and participation and an exciting sense of renewal for many. The importance of
discerning the Holy Spirit, listening to one another and being heard was felt by many.
A synodal fruit has been renewed connections post-pandemic and, in some places, a
deepening of relationships as regards trust and confidence.

Feedback
It isn’t easy to do justice to all that was important and moving in the process, but what
follows is an attempt to articulate recurring and particularly significant themes.
Commitment to and concern for the Church—a deep faith and a love of the Church— was
evident across the different groups, both explicitly and implicitly. In addition, there was
much that was positive in people’s discernment of the touch of God during the pandemic.
An example is a strong appreciation for creative new uses of technology, but also a new
understanding of the value of actually being present together in person-- of the fact that
“we need people with skin on.” There was gratitude for being able to come together once
again for Mass, combined with a deep commitment to mission and outreach, to a vision of a
Church which is not just about going to Mass but which goes out in service.

One of the strongest and most consistent themes we found was that something is not right
in the relationship between the laity and the clergy (or sometimes between the laity and
the hierarchy). Priests, deacons and laity alike commented on this. It was expressed as a lack
of trust, a lack of mutual understanding, and a sense of distance between clergy and people
(or between institution and people). The laity expressed a sense that they are not treated as
adults, that in this process, their views will not be heard, even a fear that in the Synod, the
Bishops’ discernment would filter out that of the laity. There were calls for “a more trustful
working relationship”, for “a more open dialogue”, for a different style of exercise of the
Church’s proper authority, for “a culture in which the people do have their voices heard,
their struggles acknowledged, and their concerns explored”. The concern could at times be
forcefully expressed - “we wouldn’t naturally choose to participate in any other institution
which held its members in such low regard” - but what is nevertheless also clear is respect
and esteem for the clergy of the diocese and compassion and concern for their well-being.
There was passionate, repeated and strongly expressed concern around the place of
women in the Church. Among the religious, for instance, “Many felt strongly that women
are among the excluded, on the peripheries, yet the Church could not function without
them”, and there were strong feelings around “the scandalous exclusion of women from
positions of leadership in the Church” together with a question about what is holding up the
possibility of women deacons. Whether concerning ordination or not, issues around women
came up universally in parish and partnership discussions. The underlying message was that
both women and men desired that women’s voices should be heard, valued and involved in
decision making. One concern related to the Synod itself: “will women’s voices be translated
into men’s voices…?”
A desire for the Church to be ‘inclusive’ arose repeatedly and powerfully, with a sense that
it fails on inclusivity on several levels. First, there can be a failure of welcome in parishes.
Secondly, the Church in our diocese seems sometimes to fail to be inclusive and equitable in
the same ways that this happens in our wider society, including through racism and
classism. The African community feels strongly that the issue of racism “is often ignored,
dismissed, and not openly discussed nor addressed.” There is a danger that the church can
be seen as “on the side of those who have, who fit in and look right”. And then church
teaching itself creates or is seen to create marginalisation and exclusion of those who do not
match the norm, especially around issues of marriage, divorce and sexuality. “Is the Catholic
Church a safe space?” was a small voice with a strong resonance when talking about
inclusion. The lay forum comment, for instance, that “Inclusiveness and Equality were
mentioned many times, and many felt that the Church excludes people because of divorce,
separation, or their sexuality”, the religious sisters of the diocese expressed an awareness of
the “real suffering of those families that feel rejected by the official Church because of
marriage situations, irregular unions, sexual tendencies of family members”. Spiritual
directors spoke of the world of the Church being too small: “it is exclusive to many in terms
of gender, sexuality, lifestyle, marital status”.
The importance of a Church that goes beyond itself, its buildings, and its established
communities was emphasised in mission and service. Notable and moving are the
contributions to the Synod of 18 organisations that come under the umbrella of the

Vicariate for Caritas — 18 organisations in the diocese that are working for justice and in
service of those on the margins. The Church in our diocese is going beyond itself in the
service of the needs of others and of the planet, but this does not always have the visibility
it should. Many are unaware that the Vicariate for Caritas exists and plays such an essential
role in the diocese or that the Church was one of the first institutions in the northeast to
become a Real Living Wage employer and is a strategic partner with Tyne and Wear Citizens.
So, there was discernment of two needs. One is the need for the Church to “let the light
shine on its own good works”. The other is an expansion of what the Church offers “beyond
the sanctuary”: we must “once again find our voice at all levels of ministry to stand up for
the poor, the oppressed and victims of moral injustice”. In the words of someone recently
introduced to the Catholic faith and the diocese, “How does the diocese build on the
excellent work that is taking place already, using the solid foundation of Catholic Social
Teaching to reach even more communities? Society at the moment needs it more than ever;
the result would certainly be a more habitable world and strengthening of the Church.”
Another significant theme is the quality of community that we desire. The deacons, quoting
St John Henry Newman, wish for an environment at all levels where “we dare trust each
other with the secrets of our hearts”. Others speak of the desire to find ways to meet in
smaller, more intimate communities. A passion for more use of forms of liturgy that can
have a role when priests are not available is connected to the empowering of lay leaders to
encourage community participation within our parish and school communities. This was
expressed not as a lack of recognition of the centrality of the Sacraments provided by our
clergy, especially the Eucharist, but as a way to offer further breadth to community
celebrations.
Transparency, consistency and fairness in decision-making processes and in the exercise of
authority emerged as a matter of concern, as did the quality of communication: “laity feel
that they are not involved in the decisions of ‘their church’ and often do not understand
them”; the deacons call for power and authority “to be exercised in a more inclusive,
engaging manner by the entire pilgrim people of God”. There was a call for decision making
to be transparent so that it can be seen as being carried out with integrity. In addition, there
is a need for an “open and honest response to historic and current sexual
abuse/safeguarding cases.” The Lay Pastoral Forum also noted that parishioners “struggle
with the legacy of past abuse”.
There was also a deep concern about the Church’s relevance to particular groups, including
young people, which was a significant theme repeated through our parishes. There was a
questioning of whether the relevance we have as Church is sufficiently visible: “We’ve got
the best gift but rubbish wrapping paper”. There was a call for “more singing, music,
laughter” and for liturgies “filled with enthusiasm and reflecting the joy of the gospel”.
There was a repeated concern for the decline in numbers of people in parishes, of the laity
but particularly of the clergy who are already stretched by taking on many different
communities. It raised with it the question of the role of the laity and a request for clarity of
what their ministry involved. There was a hunger expressed by the laity for more work in
collaboration with the clergy.

Finally, there was a heart-felt submission from one parish for a freer use of the
Extraordinary Form of the Mass to be permitted.

Assessment
In assessing the many valuable contributions to this process in our diocese, we bear in mind
the core question posed by the Holy Father:
A synodal Church, in announcing the Gospel, “journeys together”. How is this “journeying
together” happening today in your local Church?
Our ‘Partnerships’ offer us a synodal shape; this structure enabled us to gather people from
across the diocese and from many different backgrounds in a relatively short time, even
whilst under COVID-19 restrictions. What this made clear is that our local Church already
has a synodal foundation for gathering and speaking with one another.
The sheer joy of gathering and talking after a long time of restriction shone through in many
of the meetings. Despite this, the people we haven’t been able to reach point us towards
the need for further development.
We heard very faith-filled and eloquent expressions of commitment from both laity and
clergy. All have in mind the good of the Church and the willingness to see the Gospel shared.
We also heard the many voices that expressed support and concern for those in the
communities around us who have become isolated over the last year or so; a group which
includes the old, the poor, the lonely, but also the many priests who struggled with having
to close the doors to their communities.
A real cause for concern in our listening was the lack of trust and confidence between laity
and clergy. This strongly indicates that although we might be journeying side-by-side, we are
not effectively journeying together. This is a crucial area for us to reflect on and attend to
going forward.
We heard from people that meetings and committees, whilst necessary, are not the best
way to engage the young and those on the edges of our communities. We heard the need to
be welcoming, not just as a greeting but as an authentic expression of our faith and as a
priority for other people to feel part of our Church, especially those who feel excluded.
We heard the need for joy in our faith, to welcome and be open to the many diverse
expressions and facets of our faith, liturgy and life together. The necessity for formation and
catechesis in different ways is apparent alongside practical ways for people to be further
involved in the mission of the Church.
We heard the need to open our thoughts to growth and outreach, not entrenchment and
decline, to work co-responsibly with our mission.

We heard the passionate and often angry demands for clarity and change on the role of
women.
There was a repeated call for a Church that is known for its love, hope, forgiveness,
compassion and understanding; to be known as a loving family rather than as an institution.
A significant gap for us has been in hearing in large numbers from our young people, but
those we did hear from were passionate about the need to look after our planet. We believe
this message would have come through more strongly if there had been more engagement
with this age group.
Above all, we heard that we need to continue this journeying process together ensuring that
‘things happen’ as a result. We need to learn to communicate with each other more clearly
and effectively and recognise that a synodal journey is a spiritual process and that we are all
in need of conversion and healing.

Future Growth
Integrating fully what we have heard in this process will take time and commitment. We
have made a start in growing as a synodal Church, but we must continue the listening
process. At the same time we need to take concrete actions that move us forward.
Trust
A clear priority is to build trust and work towards healing in relationships between clergy,
laity and hierarchy. We need to look for ways to foster a renewed culture of encounter in
the diocese. Anything we can do to improve the quality of communication and the
transparency of decision-making at every level in the diocese will also help to build trust
between laity and clergy.
As a diocese we need to pay more attention to the pastoral needs of those who feel they
are on the edges of our communities or wounded by the Church. All in the diocese need to
be attentive to those who feel marginalised due to their ethnic origin or due to issues
surrounding their sexuality. We recognise the deep struggles people face in various ways
within our Catholic Community around the issue of divorce and remarriage. We understand
that in very many families the Church’s teaching on marriage is in some way painful.
Welcome and outreach
We hope to support our Catholic communities to be more open and welcoming to all and
more explicitly evangelising in their character. We want people in this diocese to be inspired
to witness to their faith and to use the gifts proper to their baptismal calling. In addition, the
laity have expressed a call for greater clarity about their mission and purpose, with defined
roles where appropriate, so that they can exercise their co-responsibility for spreading the
Gospel.
In our recent diocesan restructuring, we have made progress in identifying and serving
those on the edges of society. It is good to act in partnership with other agencies working

with the more vulnerable in our region, and we need to continue to do still more in this
area. It is especially valuable in particular to continue to nurture and use the ecumenical
links which provide an important forum for responding to the social, spiritual and material
needs around us.
Formation
The continuing work of our Faith and Mission Vicariate has been a key resource, and we
must extend and refine the work we do in parishes and partnerships to assist people in
building their understanding, knowledge and confidence. As people of faith on a life-long
journey to God, we see that necessity of Catechesis, for adults and for the young. We desire
to create more accessible, innovative ways for formation in our faith, ensuring that the joy
of the Gospel is at the core.
Liturgy is in itself catechetical. It not only nourishes and sustains us, it also forms us,
educates us and deepens our faith. This is something that we need to reflect on and allow
ourselves to experience more fully in the diocese. The Mass in particular is the summit of
our faith, and something for which as Catholics we have an enormous love. But the Mass is
not the only form of liturgy. We will also benefit, in our formation, and in our life together,
by making more use of other forms of liturgy that are among the rich gifts of our tradition.
As the family of God with Christ at the centre, we desire to foster opportunities for people
not only to contribute in meetings and other activities, but to have authentic encounters
with Christ and to grow in their personal relationship with him and one another. Pope
Francis, speaking of an “art of accompaniment”, has a vision for our communities to build
trust and understanding of one another’s stories, struggles and daily walk of faith, and this is
a vision which as a diocese we hope to embrace.
Synodality
To continue to develop as a synodal Church it is important to explore the functioning of our
diocesan structures. This is part of ensuring we remove obstacles and boundaries that may
not support synodality. Part of the relationship building and the exploration of how our
structures work together will include an ongoing commitment to transparency in decision
making. We also need to incorporate creative ways of hearing from those on the margins,
engaging young families and our young, working to ensure their voices are heard in the
plans for the future. We need to continue to discern what lies underneath what people
express, to truly hear their experience and to be attentive to the promptings of the Holy
Spirit.
Synodality, as stressed many times by the Holy Father, is a way of working together. We all
need to listen carefully and seek to discern the voice of the Spirit in the voice of those who
differ from us, as well as having the confidence to speak out ourselves. The process of
speaking, listening, hearing, discerning responding and acting is fundamental and we want
to aim for this to be natural to us in all diocesan activities as we work together in unity.
We are grateful to the Holy Father for the blessing of this universal Synod. We believe that
the Holy Spirit it alive and active in the people of the Diocese of Hexham & Newcastle and
we believe that the path of synodality provides us with a vehicle for renewal. We send our

prayers for the next phase of this path and we commit to continuing our local journey of
listening, discerning, moving forward and celebrating.
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Appendix Y: Reflective Resource ‘Road to
Emmaus’

Appendix Y: Caritas Organisations
The response from the Vicariate for Caritas brings together reflections from clients, volunteers,
members and staff from:Diocesan Anti-Racism Working Group
Diocesan Environmental Group
Diocesan Listening Services
Justice and Peace Network
Caritas Network,
The Mercy Hub,
Joe’s Place,
Bensham Food Co-operative,
Outreach Housing,
The People’s Kitchen
SVP
CAFOD
An open Zoom meet
Tyne and Wear Citizens
Proud Catholics
Justice and Peace Refugee Service
South Tyneside Churches Together
Church Action on Poverty
Blaydon Churches Together

